In this paper, a new method proposed for fast exponentiation in Galois fields with processing of several bits of the exponent and with using two tables of precomputations. They also describe, analyze and illustrate in details with examples the proposed technology of exponentiation in Galois fields. Choice of an optimal computation complexity is the number of simultaneously processed bits of the exponent. Theoretical and experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method allows decreasing the number of needed processing operations for exponentiation in more than 7 times. The obtained results proved that along with decreasing the number of operations, the proposed method opens wide possibilities of parallelizing the process of exponentiation. The proposed method of fast exponentiation in Galois fields oriented for using in cryptographic systems for information protection.
Introduction
The operations in Galois fields (2 m ) are very important in modern information technologies. They are used for coding the result of measurements, compressing data, and are primary for a wide class of correction codes [1] . One of the most important spheres of application of the operations in Galois fields is systems of cryptographic protection of information [2] . The main advantage of the operations in Galois fields, compared with the ordinary modular arithmetic, is the absence of carries. Actually, when the summation is performed in Galois fields, every bit of numbers processed independently from each other allows accelerate computations and significantly simplifies the scheme for hardware implementation.
In recent years, expansion of using "cloud computing" technologies significantly exacerbated the problem of reliability of the cryptographic protection of information [2] . To counteract the threat, the security of all cryptographic protection systems should be reinforced, first of all, by increasing number of bits in the keys. For cryptographic algorithms with open key, where the basic operation is exponentiation, increasing the number of bits in the numbers, which these algorithms use, results the exponentiation increase of computational complexity. It causes significant deceleration of functions of protection of the information [3] .
That is why the actual problem today is in increasing performance of realization of cryptographic algorithms. The possible ways of solving this important problem are: (a) decreasing the computational complexity of basic operations by using precomputations, (b) searching for the possibilities of parallelizing the computations, expansion of using the cryptographic algorithms that based on Galois fields, which don`t have carries, (c) applying of specialized hardware -cryptoprocessors.
The basic operation of cryptographic algorithms with open key that defines the time for performing them is exponentiation [4] . So, for increasing the performance of realization of cryptographic algorithms, it is necessary to explore the possibilities of acceleration execution of the exponentiation operation. Thus, the scientific task for increasing the speed of execution of the exponentiation in Galois fields is actual for modern level of development of the information technologies.
Analysis of the known ways to implement the exponentiation in Galois fields
The operation of exponentiation in finite fields has two important features which define the ability of efficient applying it in mechanisms of cryptographic protection of information:
(1) The operation of exponentiation is based on two computing functions: multiplication without carry and reduction -finding the remainder of the polynomial division of the result of multiplication to the formulated polynomial of the field P. This multiplication performs significantly easier and faster than an ordinary arithmetic multiplication. Similarly, the operation of the polynomial division performs significantly easier and faster than arithmetic division. It allows using the operation of multiplication in finite fields like the measure of acceleration the procedures of the cryptographic protection of data in computer systems and networks.
(2) In the heart of any cryptography is the irreversible mathematical conversion, that is, such a conversion for which, in principle, analytically cannot be derived the inverse. The classical examples of analytically unsolvable problems are discrete logarithm and solving the systems of non-linear Boolean equations. It is obvious that the problem of discrete logarithm is unsolvable in ordinary algebra and in the algebra of finite fields. The practical confirmation of this provision is using of such conversions in the block encryption standard Rijndael. Obviously, the only way of solving the problem of discrete logarithm in ordinary algebra and in the algebra of finite fields is the brute force search.
To distinguish the operations in Galois fields from similar operations in ordinary arithmetic for designation of the operation of addition, the designations below should be used [2] . The operation of addition in Galois fields, which actually corresponds to the logical summation (XOR) below is indicated by symbol '⊕', whereas symbol '+' is used for ordinary summation with carry. The operation of multiplication without inter-bit carry below is denoted by '⊗' in contrast to '·', which is used for ordinary multiplication. The product without inter-bit carry D=U⊗V={d 2·n ,…,d 3 By the present time a number of methods of performing the operation of exponentiation in Galois fields were proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] . The analysis indicates, what authors of these methods considering the ability of parallelizing the execution of the basic for exponentiation operation of multiplication in Galois fields as a main reserve for increasing performance.
The procedure of modular exponentiation A| E rem M in Galois fields, like an ordinary modular exponentiation, reduces to consequent execution of m cycles, each of which has operation of squaring the result of previous cycle and, additionally, operation of multiplication (in dependence of current bit of the exponent E). Based on order of analyzing bits of the exponent E, there are two types of modular exponentiation: from right to left and from left to right (in practice, the analysis of bits of the exponent E from left to right is used more often).
Formally, this method can be represented as:
To represent a fast procedure for the calculation of the exponent in Galois fields will be illustrated with the following example:
351 rem M in Galois fields (A=314, E=351=101011111 2 ) is executed in 9 cycles. The changing of each variable of the represented procedure is submitted in Table 1 . So, the result of the exponentiation 314⎪ 351 rem 995 is final R in last cycle -212. Assessment of calculating complexity of the represented procedure of the exponentiation in Galois fields can be performed by counting the needed operations of XOR and shifts. The exponentiation procedure consists of m cycles, in each of which the operation of squaring in Galois field is performed and, with probability of 0.5 -multiplication on constant A (if considering appearing of 0 and 1 as equiprobable). The operation of multiplication in Galois fields consists of two consequentially performed stages: polynomial multiplication and reduction, which is polynomial division.
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The operation of polynomial multiplication also consists of m cycles, in each of which with probability of 0.5 (depends on current bit of multiplier) logical summation of multiplicand and intermediate result is performed. Also, in every cycle, carry of the multiplier code (or intermediate result) is performed. So, for performing the operation of polynomial multiply, in average, requires 0.5*m operations of XOR and m shift operations, which in total give 1.5*m elementary operations [6] .
Similarly, the operation of polynomial division of 2*m-bit code to m-bit code of the formulated polynomial requires m shifts and, in average, 0.5*m operation of XOR. So, the operation of multiplication in Galois fields requires, in average, 3*m elementary operations of XOR and shifts. Consequently, the operation of exponentiation in Galois fields by the above described method requires, in average, Q=4.5*m 2 similar operations.
The best known method of acceleration of the exponentiation in Galois fields is combination of performing operations of multiplication and division u=ab/c, where a,b,c -polynomials in Galois fields GF (2 m ). This method is based on the proposal made by Fitzpatrick P. [5] . Algorithm of combined performance of multiplication and division operations, which allows to find the result of u=ab/c as minimal element of solutions of identity Efficiency of known methods of acceleration in Galois fields significantly limited because of authors of these methods who trying to solve the problem in general, excluding the specificity for different applications.
Method of accelerated computation of the exponentiation in Galois fields
The main sphere of using the exponentiation A⎪ E rem M in Galois fields for protection of information in modern systems is cryptographic protocols with open key [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Specificity of such protocols is what public key is associated with its owner and can be changed rarely, so, it can be considered as permanent. Respectively, component M (the number corresponds to formulated polynomial of Galois field) of the exponentiation operation can be considered as constant. It allows distinguish the computations dependent on M, performs them once with saving its results in memory, and uses these results during every computation of the exponent. Such a method is used for acceleration the operation of exponentiation in ordinary algebra, which is the basis of such famous cryptographic algorithms as RSA, El-Gamal and DSA [9] .
The theoretical base of the proposed method of exponentiation in Galois fields is represented by the following theorem.
Theorem: If code n of exponent in algebra of multiplication without carry is power of 2 (n=2 k ), where k-integer, that is in polynomial presentation contains one component 
For n=2 this theorem transforms into the following property of square of the number A without carry: even bits of its binary code equal 0, and odd -coincide with binary bits of the number A. For example, if R=1011 2 , then R| 2 = 1000101 2.
The most important, from the side of computation organization, consequence of presented theorem is the fact, what computation of the exponent, which is power of 2 in algebra without carry doesn`t require any computational operations, and reduced only to permutation of bits of the original number. It means what the exponentiation to power of 2 in Galois fields requires only computations for reduction. With constant formulated polynomial of the field such computations can be performed in advance and the results can be saved in a Table. Truly, if for n which is power of 2,
n rem M can be calculated as:
In fact, formula (2) can be applied for squaring in Galois field of current value of the exponent R⎪ 2 rem M, and that this operation which is performed in each cycle of exponentiation. Assuming that the values of the bits R: r 0 , r 1 ,…,r m-1 with same probability equal 0 and 1, it is obvious that computation of R⎪ n rem M with formula (2) requires, in average, m/2 operations of XOR. This formula (2) allows calculating R⎪ n rem M fast with n greater than 2, without computing smaller powers. For example, formula (2) allows to compute rapidly R⎪ 4 rem M without computation of R⎪ 2 rem M. As a result, the possibility of fast processing of multiple bits of the exponent code appears.
Indeed, during processing of two bits of the exponent, their possible values equal: 00, 01, 10 and 11. In first case the value of the variable R transforms into R⎪ 4 
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The Essence of the proposed method of acceleration of exponentiation in Galois fields is in organization of simultaneous processing of k bits of code of the exponent with using precomputations.
During processing k bits of code of the exponent simultaneously, their probable values will be in the range from 00..0 to 11.. 
Proceeding from the above, considering the base polynomial of the Galois field as constant, m values are calculated and placed into Table T 
The whole procedure of exponentiation in Galois fields formally can be described in such way:
1. Current value R=1; number j of the beginning of the group of bits j=m-1. 
4. Calculating the new value of R:
If j>k-1, then j=j-k and return to item 2, else -end.
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The proposed method of fast computation of the exponent in Galois fields can be illustrated by the following example:
Let m=9 and formulated polynomial of the field equal: P(x) = x 9 + x 8 + x 7 + x 6 + x 5 + x + 1, respectively M= 1111100011 2 = 995. If we suggest that 3 bits are processed simultaneously, then Table T contains Table 2 . The process of calculating of the exponent in Galois fields for 9-bit number and with simultaneous processing of 3 bits requires 3 cycles. Changing of each variable on each of 3 cycles of calculating 314⎪ 351 rem 995 using proposed method is shown in Table 4 .
The calculation of G =R⎪ 8 rem M, for example, for second cycle (R=117 10 =1110101 2 ) is performed by the formula (3) in such a way: 
Assessment of efficiency
Assessment of complexity of computations of the exponent in Galois fields by the proposed method can be done by the following way. Table T depends only on formulated polynomial and calculated once.
With simultaneous processing of k bits of the exponent, forming of Table W  requires Table W . That requires, in average, 3·m elementary operations of XOR and shift. In this way, during one cycle, the proposed method performs, in average, 3.5·m operations, and in m/k cycles of exponentiation in Galois field -3.5·m 2 /k. Considering forming of Table W, the overall number N(k) of processor operations of XOR and shifts which are required for exponentiation in Galois fields by the proposed method is:
It is obvious that function N(k) has minimum which can be reached by 0
Therefore, the value of k, which provides minimal number of operations required for performing exponentiation by the proposed method, can be determined by the condition: With m=1024 and k=5, the value of N(k) = 826163. When compared to given above assessment of the number of operations Q=4.5·m 2 = 4718592 for ordinary exponentiation, it shows that the proposed method allows to accelerate the operation of exponentiation in Galois fields in Q/N(5)=5.7 times.
Parallelization
Acceleration of exponentiation, which can be achieved by the proposed method, is based on decreasing of the number of performed operations by using precomputations.
Along with that an important advantage of the proposed method of exponentiation in Galois fields is the ability to parallelize the calculation of the exponent. This ability is based on the fact that in the proposed method, the calculation of For example, if m=12, E = 101101110101 2 , and h=3 and besides m 1 =5, m 2 = 4, m 3 =3, then p 1 = 111110000000 2 , p 2 = 1111000 2 , p 3 = 111 2 . Respectively, q 1 =101100000000 2 , q 2 =1110000 2 , q 3 = 101 2. The exponent in Galois field A⎪ E rem M can be represented as: With the proposed organization of calculation of the exponent in Galois field using precomputations time for involution to the power of 2 by using precomputations from Table T , which is 0.5·m·τ is significantly less than the time of multiplication on number from Table W, which is 3·m·τ.
With parallel calculation of the exponent on k processors by the proposed method using precomputations and simultaneous processing of k bits of code of the exponent on h processors, Table W It is obvious that the best efficiency can be achieved if all of the processors are working concurrently. This implies that maximal effect for accelerating calculations with parallel work of h processors is achieved with equality of times T 1 ′, T 2 ′,…,T h ′: 
Conclusions
New research proposes a new method of accelerating exponentiation in Galois fields in cryptographic systems for information protection. In this research, the formulated polynomial of Galois field, which is a part of open key, is nearly constant, and allowing the use of precomputations. The proposed method allows reducing the calculating complexity of exponentiation in Galois fields by using simultaneous processing of some bits of code of the exponent. The method proved reducing the number of required operations in more than 5 times and, as a result, reducing the time for exponentiation. The proposed method opens wide abilities for parallelizing the exponentiation in Galois fields on multiprocessor computer systems.
